GENERAL NOTES:
1. 3/8" BARRENS CONDUCTOR SHALL BE CHANGED TO 5/8" WHEN POLE BANK IS USED FOR DUAL WAVE.
2. CONDUCTOR FOR WIRE SIZE 8/4 COPPER TO 3/8" ACROSS (5/16). 
3. STAPLES ON GROUND WIRE SHALL BE 2"-0" APART EXCEPT FOR A SPACE OF 8"-0" WHERE GROUND AND 3/8"-0" FROM TOP OF POLE WHERE THEY SHALL BE 8'-0" APART.
4. FOR FULL OF MATERIALS SEE ENG. ST-G010-10, SUB. 2 OF 2.
5. EQUIPMENT PINS REFER TO EQUIPMENT NUMBERS IN LNL ENGINEERING MANUAL.

SINGLE ARM TANGENT STRUCTURE DETAIL
SCALE: 1"=ONE